
To Our 

 SHAREHOLDERS

Our last five years have been 

characterized by exceptional 

growth, in both large strategic 

leaps and smaller incremental 

bounds. We entered the Alaska 

trade via acquisition, bolted on 

a South Pacific operator and 

acquired a freight forwarder.

MATTHEW J. COX | President and 

Chief Executive Officer, Matson, Inc.



In 2016, Matson was named the #1 Ocean Carrier in 

the world by  magazine for an 

unprecedented third year in a row — a testament to 

the incredible commitment of our employees and our 

Throughout the year, we made important strides in the 

Throughout this period of growth and investment, 

the return of capital to shareholders has remained 

becoming an independent public company in July 2012, 

we have returned over $170 million via dividends and 

share repurchases while growing the revenue and 

 

 

WAYFINDING
 

course strategy, hold as close as possible to that course 

when to move forward, these ancient mariners charted 

The analogies for Matson are manifold as we enter 

GROWING BIGGER BY GROWING BETTER
 

“lifeline” economies, where the goods carried into and 

out of these geographies provide the bulk of consumer 

In 2016, container volume in our home market of Hawaii 

grew only incrementally, as modest market growth 



In September 2016, we christened the newest addition to our Guam/

Micronesia service, Papa Mau, in tribute to Micronesian Master Navigator and 

wayfinder Pius “Mau” Piailug. Papa Mau, as he was known, handed down this 

art form to a generation of new voyagers before he passed in 2010. 

 

SPANNING ALASKA
 



OUR GREATEST STRENGTHS

 

In 2016, we finalized plans for our fleet 

renewal program which will see Matson 

commit over $925 million in capital by 2020 

to build four new ships for the Hawaii trade. 

The addition of two combination container 

and roll-on/roll-off (“Con-Ro”) vessels will 

complete the renewal of our Hawaii fleet and 

provide operational and financial advantages 

for decades to come. 

 

THE BALANCE OF INVESTMENT AND RETURN


